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Abstract*

Multimedia Database Management Systems (MM-DBMS) have to efficiently provide the specific

functionalities required by time-dependent multimedia data types. During presentation playout,

this requires support for continuous data delivery and media-oriented optimization of presenta-

tion quality according to user requirements. In this work, we show how we integrated this type of

support transparently with other MM-DBMS functions like media editing and querying. This is

achieved by extending an existing data model for continuous media, in particular by means of

stream abstractions for editing and presentation, and by extending the system architecture by

means of supporting stream processing components, e.g., for intra-media synchronization by

adaptation. This approach has been implemented as an extension of existing commercial object-

relational DBMS technology.

* This work has partly been funded by the European Union within the framework of the ESPRIT Long

Term Research Project HERMES, N. 9141 [http://www.ced.tuc.gr/hermes/hermes.html].
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1 Introduction
In commercial DBMS there is a clear trend to provide specialized functionality, which has usual-
ly been  provided as separate software packages and required substantial development efforts for
the integration with database applications, as integrated database extensions. Examples are
particularly found in the management of nonstandard or multimedia data types, e.g., text
retrieval, image handling, statistical functions. This trend is a key factor for the rapid spreading of
object-relational database technology among all major database vendors and is the reaction to the
requirements of new applications exploiting distributed multimedia technology, like digital
video production [S96][SH94], education and training or digital libraries [BAN95]. For static
data and media, this approach is relatively straightforward as it does not heavily affect the
fundamental processing paradigms used in conventional DBMS. For handling continuous
media, like, e.g., video and audio, additional characteristics and requirements related to the
presentational aspects of these media need to be considered. Currently, there are two “schools” to
that respect (for a nice discussion see also [O96]):

1. Media presentation is not a problem that is to be considered by the DBMS. The DBMS
provides a storage framework for the media, including meta data required for search and
manipulation. Presentation is supported by external systems, like video servers, or within
distributed multimedia applications.

2. The DBMS has to support presentational aspects, since this is a fundamental aspect of acces-
sing the media data managed by the DBMS. Presentational requirements like synchronization
are to be considered as a new type of constraints that need to be consistently supported by the
DBMS [MS96].

From our perspective there are several arguments in favor of the second school:
1. Presentations of composite multimedia objects require the coordinated scheduling of the
available resources based on the characteristics of and relationships between the involved
media. Since this information is stored in the database the DBMS itself most efficiently per-
forms the scheduling. For example, when presenting a video with text inserts the DBMS needs
to support a buffering scheme for the video that exploits the stream semantics and expected user
interactions. In addition, it has to schedule the delivery of the text inserts such that they can be
presented timely.

2. In case of concurring requests, the DBMS is the place that can optimize the database usage
and usage of available different media, for example by performing quality adaptations
[TKCWP97].

3. Different abstractions are used in the different stages of processing of media data. For exam-
ple, a MPEG video stream is edited at the frame granularity, retrieved at the granularity of
scenes or shots, and distributed over a network for presentation at the granularity group-of-pic-
tures. The different data structures representing these abstractions, which are also relevant for
presentation purposes, need to be kept consistent during updates.

4. Exploiting application-specific characteristics of multimedia objects for distribution and
presentation of the media increases the necessity of integrated presentation support in the
DBMS. Examples are quality adaptations for parts of presentations resulting from a retrieval
request parametrized by their relevance, buffering strategies taking into account possible future
interactions based on application semantics, e.g., favorite hyperlinks, or resource scheduling
taking user profiles or usage statistics into account.

In this paper, we show the feasibility of the integration of presentational support for multimedia
data with a standard commercial object-relational DBMS (Informix Universal Server IUS).
Basic support in the spirit of school 1 is provided by the IUS by means of the Video Foundation
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Blade [VFUG97]. We actually take advantage of the mechanisms provided by this database
extension to simplify the physical integration of the media server and obtain additional
abstraction and querying capabilities. The additional presentational support that we provide
addresses the continuous data transport required during the presentation of continuous media
streams, client-side buffering mechanisms exploiting stream and interaction semantics, and cli-
ent-side quality adaptation mechanisms to overcome fluctuations in the network and server
resources. Most of the concepts were already developed while we extended the object-oriented
DBMS VODAK [V95] to a (proprietary) multimedia DBMS [RKN96]. This paper shows that
the concepts for presentational support developed in this earlier proprietary work can be
smoothly integrated into standard platforms, taking advantage of the available functionality of
these systems. Thus there is no principal difficulty in a modular extension of modern, extensible
DBMS with presentational support for multimedia data.

2 General Concepts
In the following, we go into some details of the basic concepts supporting the storage and
presentation that have been integrated as multimedia database extensions for presentational
support for multimedia objects.
2.1 Continuous Long Fields Data Abstractions
We provide a data type Continuous Long Field (CLF) as generic, abstract representation for any
kind of continuous media, like audio, video or animations. This datatype supports operations for
editing and presentation, like “insert”, “request”, or “delete”. By modelling the generic concept
CLF, we combine the concepts of streams and long fields. While streams are only “consumed”,
e.g., read by presentation entities, the concept of CLFs allows consumption as well as any access
to the data. Structural meta data, like the format and other recording parameters, are stored with
every CLF object. Multiple media encoded in a single stream (like, e.g., with MPEG-encoded
audio and video) are modelled as separate CLF objects, to enable the individual retrieval and
manipulation of each of the media parts. For editing purposes, CLF objects are segmented into a
sequence of manipulation units, called Continuous Object Data Units (CODU). In consequence,
a CLF is a sequence of CODUs. The granularity of these units is determined individually for each
type of media, e.g. Motion-JPEG frames, MPEG-1 frames or audio samples. At this level of
granularity, it is possible to manipulate the data stream, e.g., by inserting, deleting or appending
CODUs of a Continuous Long Field.
For continuous presentation our approach supports a client-pull mechanisms, i.e., the client
continuously requests chunks of data which are provided in our system by the server in a best-ef-
fort manner. Since requests at the granularity level of CODUs are not very effective and presenta-
tion engines, like, e.g., MPEG players or other video and audio devices, handle larger units of
data, a second abstraction is introduced to support presentation. An atomic unit requested during
synchronous presentation is called a Continuous Object Presentation Unit (COPU). One COPU
may consist of several CODUs as illustrated in Figure 1. By this generic concept, the buffer man-
ager is able to handle any kind of continuous media in the same way by means of generic COPU
requests.
The CLF data type that provides the above abstractions has been implemented as part of our
database extension for basic continuous media support. It provides,  in particular, storage support
for the raw media data and associated meta data, like, e.g., content descriptions, physical
characteristics or presentational characteristics [HL97]. By means of the explicit representation
of meta data entities, we offer the opportunity to support queries on meta data, too. This means it
is, e.g., possible to send queries about the content, the structure or technical parameters of a video
stream. Currently, the content-oriented meta data has to be managed manually in the database,
because we do not support any automatic content-oriented analysis or retrieval mechanisms in
the current implementation. More details on the implementational aspects will be provided in
Section 3.
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